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Tiffany Gray

From: Te Tohe <m.j.tetohe@inspire.net.nz>
Sent: Thursday, 3 November 2022 2:04 pm
To: Tiffany Gray
Subject: Davidsons SNA Submission Point S16.001
Attachments: Pt SNA Blk Showing area to be removed.jpg; G Kessels e-mail 5Mar21.jpg; GKessels 

Map of SNA areas to chanage 5Mar21.jpg; Key Photos SNA 453.jpg; SNA 453 
AirStrip CHBDC 3Nov22.jpg

Hi Tiffany, 

Thanks for meeting Wednesday (3 Nov) afternoon. 

Please pass on to the Hearings Panel etc. 

That the area concerned, Part SNA 453 (shown on the councils map of our block dated 3Oct22) was reinstated as an 
SNA by Council  error and never should have been an SNA in the 1st place as mentioned below it was a pine 
plantation. From what I understand it was planted sometime in the 1970s.   As I said to Gerry Kessels, when we first 
contacted him.  This should never have been a SNA as it was a pine plantation and it was agreed to remove it from 
the SNA map at that time. 

Attached to back up our claim.  
Gerry Kessels Map 3Oct22, showing the changes to be made and I have highlighted the area needing to be removed 
as an SNA. 
Gerry Kessels Map & e-mail to you. (5 March 21).  Which clearly shows the area concerned not even shown. 
Photos  (& Key of where photos taken.) of the block clearly showing that it was a pine block, since logged.  And that 
now mostly  has Pines, Blackwoods, Eucalyptus, abit of Tree Lucerne and scattered scrub. (NB The Scrub in the 
background of some photos is across the creek and not part of any SNAs). 

If you need any more info for the Hearings Panel, please let me know ASAP. 

Regards 
Jane Davidson 





Tiffany Gray

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Tiffany Gray 
Friday, 18 June 2021 9:00 AM 
Helen O'Shaughnessy 
FW: 20210303 Amended SNAs 
Davidson Changes 5 March 2021.kml 

The Final changes sent through from Gerry 

From: gkessels
Sent: Friday, 5 March 2021 5:11 PM 
�ay 
Cc: Helen O'Shaughnessy  
Subject: RE: 20210303 Amended SNAs 

Hi Tiff, 

Here is the map and attached is the KML files of the amendments to the Davidson property as per their requests. 

Blue shaded polygons are to be deleted from the SNA layer 
Green shaded polys bits are to be added. 
Yellow lines show the current SNA boundary as per Nov 2020 version. 

Below is the requested changes map from Jane Davidson for a reference. Mine differ slightly from hers but 
essentially do the same thing. 

Cheers, 
Gerry 
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